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Nuclear ]D0wer_ £r£gramme_ 

The total demand of electricity in Sweden during 1969 was 62 TWh. According 
to present forecasts the electricity demand will reach 100 TWh/year in 
1975, 150 TWh/year in 1980 and 200 TWh/year in 1985-

68 % of the electricity demand in 1969 was covered by hydroelectric power 
production. Normally 84 % of the demand should have been covered by 
hydroelectric power but due to exceptionally dry weather and a faster 
rate of load increase than expected the proportion of hydroelectric power 
was smaller. However, as the remaining unharnessed hydroelectric power 
resources are vei^y limited, the proportion of thermal power production 
is expected to increase to about 45 % in 1973, 60 % in 1980 and 70 % 
in 1985. 

The thermal power capacity in Sweden today consists of about 3 500 MW in 
conventional oilfired units, in backpressure units for district heating 
and process steam production and in gas turbines. Nuclear power is repre
sented only by the district heating station Ågesta with 10 MW backpressure 
capacity. However, the 44-0 MW BWH station Oskarshamn I is scheduled for 
commissioning in 1970. The projected increase in thermal power capacity 
will consist mainly of nuclear power but to a large extent also of gas 
turbines and district heating backpressure units. A few of these, located 
within or very near the largest cities may be nuclear power stations. 

According to present estimates the nuclear power capacity will reach 
3 200 m in 1975» 7 500 MW in 1980 and 15 000 MW in 1985. The rate of 
increase in nuclear power capacity around 1985 will be about 2 000 MW 
per year. 

Reactor .ty£es_ 

Sweden embarked in the 1950's on an ambitious research and development 
program centered on heavy water reactors. The pressurized heavy water 
reactor plant Ågesta started operation in 1963- Apart from rather 
extensive fuel failures in 1968 operation hau generally been very 
reliable and the heavy water leakage has been extremely small. 

The 135 MW boiling heavy water reactor plant Marvlken was scheduled 
fcr startup In 1970. Due to serious technioal difficulties it was 
decided In April this year not to continue with the project as a heavy 
water reactor plant. At the time of writing it is still uncertain whether 
the plant will be rebuilt as a light water BWR plant or whether the 
turbine will be connected to an ollflred boiler. 
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In the I960's the large US reactor manufacturers pioneered the develop
ment of light water reactors towards larp;e unit sizes with comparatively 
low specific plant costs. The fuel costs have also been brought down due 
to high burnup, improved utilisation and large throughput 111 manui'ae tur !.n.t' 
plants. At pr<v;cnl the following nuclear power nni t.~ arc under com; trurt! c 
in Sweden: 

Name T££e 

Oskarshamn T 
Ringhals 1 
Uinghals II 
Oskarshamn II 
Barsebäck I 

BWR 
BWR 
FWR 
BWR 
BWR 

1'ower. MWeJ 1'lanncd startup 

nno 
760 
BX> • 
',80 
'j80 

iyyo 
1973 
197^ 
197^ 
197L-) 

In the future the competition between reactor types is expected to lead 
to both HWR and PWR units being ordered by the utilities. 

Sweden is following the development of fast breeder reactors in the large 
nuclear power countries. However, at present fast breeder reactors are 
not expected to be Introduced in Sweden on a commercial scale for startup 
before 1935-

Demand_of_ s.e£a£aJiiy.e_w£riL 

The demand of separative work for 1 000 MW units as an average for EWR 
and i-V/Jt reactor types Is 

for the first core 
for replacement fuel 

3i>0 000 kg 
100 000 kg/year. 

The load factor is assumed to be 0.8. 

The separative work for the first core Is needed one year before startup. 
For replacement fuel there is a continuing demand beginning with the 
startup year. 

Using these assumptions the yearly separative work demand for Sweden's 
nuclear power programme is estimated to be 

600 000 kg in 1975 
1 300 000 kg in 1980 

and 2 ^00 000 kg in 1985. 

Sweden's demand of enrichment services is thus far too small for a diffusion 
plant of economic size in Sweden. If the centrifuge method is success
ful a plant of this type could possibly be built in the 1980's in Sweden 
as the minimum economic size may be small enough. In that case also the 
conversion of uranium concentrates to hexafluoride may bo carried out 
In Sweden in connection with the enrichment process. 


